
Announcing Robert Todd as speaker of HFCC’s 2022 Celebrity
Bridge Series.  August 8 & 9, 2022—Don’t miss it!
.
Robert is a professional bridge teacher and player in Tallahassee, Florida, but you will find him all over the
country and the world teaching and playing bridge.
 .
Robert began playing bridge at a very young age in his parents' party bridge games and came to duplicate
while working on graduate degree in Mathematics. He spent a year in Helsinki, Finland, where he met and
played with many European players. When he returned to the States, Robert decided to become a bridge
professional and never looked back.
 .
Robert plays bridge at every level from the local club to international championships. Playing with his
students, he has finished in the top 20 of the Barry Crane list multiple times (with over 1500 masterpoints
each of those years), posted several top 10 finishes in National level Pairs events, and won the 0-l0K
Vanderbilt Knockout Team.
 .
Robert has degrees in Mathematics, Physics and Political Science from Florida State University and
Mathematics from the University of Helsinki. He is a computer programmer as well as a university
instructor.
 .
Robert is often a featured lecturer@ Regional and National Tournaments. He is considered one of the top
young bridge teachers in North America. Robert hosts a large range of bridge events, from a small private
workshops up to 150-200 player seminars.       He has co-hosted events with some of the best bridge
teachers in the world (Audrey Grant, Larry Cohen, etc...) and they all say Robert is "the next generation of
great bridge instructors and entertainers!"
 .
Robert is the VP & Program Chair of the ACBL Educational Foundation, helping to develop ways to attract
more people to bridge. He writes for the ACBL Bulletin, and has a large number of digital and physical
publications.
.
We are proud to announce Robert will be our Bridge Celebrity for 2022 in August.
 .
Robert is the #1 choice for exclusive bridge Clubs like Boca Grande as an instructor. Jay Whipple, owner of
The Common Game and very influential with Bridge Base Online insists he is the best bridge teacher on
the planet. We are thrilled to have him joining us August 8 & 9, 2022.
. 
Our seminar will be limited to 100 students.
 .
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